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Abstract—Misinformation has become a widespread problem
in contemporary society, harming the most vulnerable sections
in particular. It incurs a high cost on everyone – socially,
politically, and even financially. Much of the progress made
in tackling misinformation, however, has only offered relatively
simple solutions by taking a narrow view of “misinformation”
itself. We discuss the various nuances of the term, illustrating
the technical difficulties that arise from them, and propose a
multiplicity of context-sensitive modeling approaches that may
prove to be fruitful in addressing these difficulties. A tremendous
amount of work remains to be done to ensure our inoculation
from misinformation and its harmful effects, and much of this
work, we argue, requires collaborative effort across disciplines.
It is our hope that this article serves as a call to further such
research in this field.

Index Terms—misinformation, deception, linguistics, multi-
modal learning, natural language processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional media, and in more recent years, social media,
have often propagated incorrect – or at the very least, inaccu-
rate – information. While the attention of quantitative research
on this problem is relatively recent, the phenomenon itself has
been a social and political concern for centuries.

A. Let them eat cake: the history and advent of misinformation

In 1522, there was an attempt to manipulate the pontifical
election by sonnets ridiculing several candidates. These son-
nets were pasted for public viewing on the sculpted figure
known as Pasquino, in Rome [1]. To this day, “pasquinade”
thus means a publicly viewable writing intended to ridicule or
calumniate a person. Deliberate acts of propagating falsehood
for political manipulation would be seen again during the
French Revolution, when the now-famous quote, “let them
eat cake”, was attributed to Marie Antoinette to add fuel to
the popular hatred and outrage against her1. As technology
changed the nature of mass communication, so did change the
nature of propagation of falsehood. These include examples
of hoax spread intentionally through newspapers, as well as
accidental errors [3], [4]. With the advent of the Internet, the
reach as well as the rate of diffusion of false information
has, of course, increased dramatically. Such false content

This work was supported in part by NSF under awards IIS 2027750 and
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1The origin can be traced to the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
including this as an anecdote in his “Confessions” in 1766, attributing it to a
“great princess” [2]. Marie-Antoinette was ten years old at the time.

ranges from absurd alternative narratives to statements based
on emotional appeal. Since prominent stakeholders in many
spheres use these conduits to influence the general public,
we find ourselves in a ‘post-truth’ twilight zone where facts
are often difficult to distill from a pervasive onslaught of
propaganda and counter-propaganda.

The importance of identifying false information has been
widely recognized in many distinct but increasingly intercon-
nected fields, including journalism, sociology, computational
linguistics, and computer vision. Given the sheer amount of
data available in the modern world, computational approaches
have been at the forefront of tackling this issue. These in-
clude lie detection based on linguistic style, rumor and hoax
identification using social network structures, and multi-modal
analyses that combine textual and visual information [5]–[9].

B. True, false, both, neither, and other pesky details

Except for a few rare instances, empirical approaches have
focused only on distinguishing truth from falsehood. Qualita-
tive work, on the other hand, has delved deeper into the nature
of the problem in its modern form, painstakingly analyzing its
subtleties and its terminology – some of which entered the
English language as recently as the late 1980s2. This body
of work has always maintained that this is a nuanced and
complex problem, going far beyond “prototypical instances”
of lying [11].

Debates in information science and philosophy demonstrate
that many terms (for example, “disinformation”) are often
poorly understood, and even eminent dictionaries can offer
improper definitions [12, p. 409]. Delving into this large body
of qualitative research [12]–[16] offers two critical insights:

1) a majority of the empirical work on disinformation or
misinformation have instead focused on the general idea
of deception, and

2) subtle forms of falsehood such as “spin” or “half-truth”
are more dangerous and prevalent, but have received
little attention in empirical work.

To further compound the inadequacies of our current outlook
toward the spread of falsehood through traditional or social
media, notions such as “bias” (in the form of, among other
things, selection or omission), or even the role of individual

2For instance, “disinformation”, the translation of the Russian word dezin-
formatsiya, was allegedly coined by Joseph Stalin after WW-II [10].
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memory in the recollection of events, indicate that the scope
of this problem – i.e., detecting falsehoods – may in itself
be somewhat nebulous. The goal of this paper is twofold.
First, to underscore the gap between the current computational
approaches and the problem of misinformation, and second,
to offer a vision of a collective research agenda aimed at
bridging this gap, based on collaborative efforts that cross the
boundaries of individual disciplines.

We begin by attempting to define a more precise scope of
the problem, in Section II, before discussing related contem-
porary computational research in Section III. We then provide
our vision for future research in this direction (Section IV)
before concluding.

II. SCOPE AND DEFINITION

Throughout human history, a long lineage of thinkers and
philosophers – from Aristotle to St. Augustine and St. Thomas
Aquinus to Immanuelle Kant – considered deception, i.e., the
intentional assertion of a false statement, to be categorically
wrong. Deception, to this absolutist school of thought, is al-
ways an immoral act. Few subscribe to this view of deception,
having given way to the utilitarian perspective instead. In
this view, deception is morally permissible if and only if
there is no other option available to the agent “that would
result in better balance of good consequences relative to bad
consequences” [17, p. 146]3. Questions naturally arise, such
as who decides what constitutes a better balance, or if such a
decision is in itself permissible. To have a defensible notion
of the problem definition, such questions must remain beyond
the scope of computational and empirical scientists. Thus, for
the purpose of this paper, any assertion of a factually incorrect
statement will be treated as impermissible.

No matter where an individual’s perspective on deception
resides, there is nearly universal acceptance that the most
egregious deception comprises three factors: intent – the com-
municator intends to propagate the falsehood; literal meaning
– the statement is false in its literal meaning; and effect –
the statement will very likely cause the listener to believe in
something untrue. Disinformation – a term now in common
use within contemporary related literature – is this form of
deception, where we find a confluence of all three. On the other
hand, misinformation is commonly understood as unintentional
lying, where the literal meaning and/or effect are present,
but the communicator is not deliberately propagating the
falsehood. A large body of empirical work does not address the
distinction between these two terms. Perhaps more dangerous,
though, is the absence of empirical work about the more
nuanced aspects of deception, which lie somewhere between
disinformation and misinformation, or combines features of
both. As a mundane illustration, let us consider the following:

1) Mary is a painter. Her friend John knows Mary is a
painter.

2) John sees a new painting in Mary’s living room, and
says, “This is beautiful. Perhaps your best work.”

3This is distinct from the school of ethical egoism, which views deception
as the right act if it maximally promotes one’s own welfare.

3) The painting happens to be store-bought, but Mary
responds, “Thank you.”

Mary did not utter anything literally false, but the intent is
clearly deceptive, and the effect makes John believe something
untrue. Such examples are numerous, and have been character-
ized as selection bias, whitewashing, slanting, distorting, etc.
Schauer and Zeckhauser call these things “less than lying” [16,
p. 39], but point out that they are perhaps even more harmful
than claims that are literally false. Especially because these are
significantly more pervasive, and have been for many years
before computational research on fake news and deception
garnered attention. Due to the ubiquity of this phenomenon in
traditional and social media, and the potential harm it causes
to society, we include these forms of deception within the
term “misinformation”. The urgent social need, consequently,
is to identify such misinformation, prevent its propagation,
and finally – since the prevention is unlikely to be complete
– repair, as far as possible, the damage caused by it. Before
diving into these three components of research, we discuss
some noteworthy related work in related areas, in order to
establish the context of our vision.

III. RELATED WORK

The most common form of research in the recent years has
investigated the “fake news” phenomenon. At its core, this
body of work culminates in a binary classification (true vs
fake) or regression problem (scoring the truthfulness in an
interval). Being a largely supervised learning problem, there
is an explicit reliance on knowledge bases, which are used
to fact-check against a repository of assertions that are a
priori known to be true. These knowledge bases are usually
curated by experts, and are the output of a manual fact-
checking process. A large number of automated fact-checking
approaches use this curated output (e.g., PolitiFact or
Snopes) to train their machine learning models, while oth-
ers have investigated crowd-sourced fact-checking [18]–[20].
There are several noteworthy advances made in this vertical,
as detailed in recent surveys on fact-checking (Li et al. [21],
among others). Similar data-driven approaches have also led
to advances in the detection of rumor and hoax [7], [22].

A. Fact-checking and credibility: epistemological concerns

The fact-checking approach, however, has been criticized
by others who have raised epistemological questions about
the fact-checking process and the fact-checkers. This body
of work contends that events or claims may not always be
universally acceptable as true of false, and even when they
are, simply having good inter-rater agreement is not a measure
of ground-truth [23]–[25]. Others have used the frequentist
notion of probability to model credibility and trustworthiness
of sources [26]–[28], but as Weikum [29] remarks, this brings
forth another set of potential flaws. Moreover, credibility has
either been taken at face value, or is based on the assumption
that credible news articles employ objective language. While
this is evidently true for conspicuous propaganda from sources
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like DC Gazette (see Rashkin et al. [30]), it rarely holds true
when facing sophisticated forms of deception.

For instance, whether or not RT or Xinhua are good
candidates for ground-truth is less obvious: criticism from
organizations such as the Poynter Institute for Media Studies
speak of “selection bias”, while others have argued that
they may act as sources of propaganda [31], [32]. Equally
worrisome are indications that trusted sources like the New
York Times (NYT) have published articles with selection bias
along with claims, only to refute those claims later [33]. It
is worth noting that some earlier computational approaches
in automated fake news detection have treated articles from
organizations like Xinhua and NYT as universally true [30].

As various instances demonstrate, data-driven approaches
much be extremely cautious before arriving at conclusions
based on empirical evidence, since the nature of trustworthy
evidence is not always obvious in this work. Communication
that appears objective, for instance, cannot be assumed as
prima facie credible. Indeed, in some data-driven approaches,
it has been observed that creators of misinformation attempt to
imitate the communication style (including the use of objective
language) of truthful agents [8, p. 600].

As the idea of misinformation draws from a large body
of work in psychology, philosophy, information science, com-
munication theory, and linguistics, we must necessarily pay
attention to developments in these fields in conjunction with
the recent developments in computational approaches (e.g., the
use of deep neural networks to train increasingly sophisticated
discriminative models).

B. Pragmatics in communication

In various modes of communication, be it textual or vi-
sual, literal falsehood is not by itself an indicator of mis-
information. As such, misinformation must be distinguished
from pragmatic4 communication constructs such as the use of
metaphors, sarcasm, irony, satire, or humor. As social media
has become an important conduit for misinformation, it has
also seen extensive use of these constructs, be it in Tweets,
memes, comments on platforms such as YouTube, or relatively
more extensive discussions on platforms like Reddit.

Clearly, in order to distinguish such pragmatic constructs
from misinformation, one must accurately identify them. Much
of the work in this direction focuses on textual data [34]–[37].
More recently, however, significant advances have been made
toward recognizing these communication constructs in multi-
modal data that combines two or more of audio, image, and
text [38]–[41].

Detection of figurative language (and similarly, of images),
is a difficult problem. Even more so when there is a need
to separate it from misinformation, because such constructs
(e.g., sarcasm or irony) may completely decouple – and even
contrast – the communicator’s intent from the communicated

4We use the term pragmatics in the sense of its definition in linguistics: the
study of communication in a specific context, and how context contributes to,
or provides, meaning to the communication.

content [42], rendering it indistinguishable from misinforma-
tion unless empirical methods can aptly model the context
surrounding a specific communication.

C. Cognitive load and deception

In parallel to, and perhaps complementing, the computa-
tional detection of pragmatics in language, a sizeable body
of work in psychology has studied the interplay between
communication, cognitive load, and deception. The connection
to cognitive load is particularly important when the deception
is intentional. This was noted in several studies, which demon-
strated the deceiver frequently exhibiting behavior belying the
content of the communication. This body of work provides
important linguistic as well as paralinguistic cues of misinfor-
mation [5], [43]–[45]. Depaulo et al. [43] and Vrij et al. [46]
also observe that on one hand, the increased cognitive burden
in intentional deception produces factual inconsistency in a
narrative, but on the other hand, the recipient of the commu-
nication feels that the communication is rehearsed, when such
inconsistencies do not exist. Perhaps not surprisingly, these
findings are consistent with observations made by criminal
investigators outside the world of academic research.

A clear signal from this body of work is thus the need to
model longer narratives, providing a temporal view that can
distill any inherent inconsistencies, instead of trying to identify
the truth or falsity of individual claims in isolation.

D. Perception

While discussing the epistemological concerns with fact-
checking and credibility-based diagnosis of misinformation
(Section III-A), it becomes clear that even scientists may
be susceptible to misinformation. At least in part, this is
because perceived credibility has an immense impact on how
much the recipient believes the message [47]. Markers of
credibility have thus been studied across various disciplines.
For electronic media, and text in particular, the perception
of credibility is based largely on two factors: the authority
of the author, and referrals to texts from credible external
sources [48]–[51]. The perception of credibility thus has a
cyclical dependency on ones prior perception of credibility.
Intuitively, this leads to a network effect. Indeed, this network
effect has been observed in studies on disinformation [52],
and the role of perception in the formation and propagation
of misinformation in networks has been investigated by some
(e.g., [53]). But significant gaps remain, which we discuss next
in Section IV.

Our perception, of course, is closely related to the stance
we take on an issue or even another person, whether while
consuming information, creating it, or propagating it (see,
for example, Manusov [54] and Mingkun et al. [55]). The
connection between stance and veracity has been explored
in some recent work. Particularly interesting is the approach
taken by Jin et al. [56], who contrast conflicting viewpoints
from social media in their attempt to distill the truth.
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IV. A VISION FOR THE FUTURE

In spite of the rapid advances made in multiple directions
in our attempts to tackle misinformation, the problem has
proven to be far more complex than a straight-forward issue
of categorizing a piece of information as either true or false.
The gaps that remain are due in part to the technical diffi-
culty of modeling human communication precisely enough to
perform such a categorization, but even more to the nuances
of misinformation that have not yet been incorporated into
any data-driven empirical approach. Our research agenda is
motivated by identifying these gaps, modeling them, and
thereby providing a far more universal empirical picture of
(i) what constitutes misinformation, (ii) how to prevent it, and
(iii) how to repair the damage it causes.

If there is a single fundamental concept whose introduction
can plug most, if not all, the gaps we find in this field, it is
correct modeling of context. Context, however, is a complex
notion by itself. Based on what we glean from the current liter-
ature, it can be interpreted and modeled in five primary ways:
temporal, linguistic and pragmatic, extralinguistic, domain-
specific, and cross-genre. These are broad categories, and not
always completely distinct from each other, but we believe this
categorization nevertheless manages to provide an overview of
the research agenda.

A. Temporal context

As discussed in Section III-C, there is a need to model
longer narratives that have a temporal span, so that events that
are created by the proverbial “spin doctors” or propagandists
can be modeled in ways that can distill inconsistencies in the
narrative. Arguably, an inconsistent narrative can be spotted
by identifying semantic changes. While the precise nature
of modeling such a change will vary on the modality and
the length of the time scale, our view is that such models
can all be based on the dominant philosophical definition
of semantic change, as proposed by the classical work by
Charlie Broad [57]. This is known as the successive view,
and defines semantic change in terms of juxtapositions. This
notion has been implicitly adopted in recent work that studies
diachronic changes in word meanings [58]–[60]. In a similar
vein, juxtapositions within the scope of a single narrative
may also be constructed to identify semantic changes of the
important aspects of an event of claim.

B. Linguistic and pragmatic context

Since pragmatics see pervasive usage in social media, it
is crucial that we develop technology capable of accurately
modeling figurative language (textual or visual) use and distin-
guishing it from misinformation. Some advances have already
been made in the detection of such linguistic constructs, such
as the detection of irony and sarcasm in Twitter responses
while modeling the entire thread of Tweets as the appropriate
context [34], the generation of sarcastic responses to visual
prompts, or the detection of figurative language use on the
basis of incongruous linguistic contexts [59], [61], [62]. The
datasets used in this body of work, however, were relatively

simplistic in the sense that figurative language use was not
mixed with non-figurative misinformation. Therefore, it re-
mains to be seen whether ideas such as incongruous linguistic
contexts need to be refined further, and if so, in what ways.

Pragmatics also feature by means of implicature. That is,
when a meaning is conveyed without its explicit mention in the
communication. More often than not, this is due to correlation
being presented while causation gets implied. To illustrate with
an example:

News Headline: Kanika Kapoor met Prince Charles
before he tested positive for COVID-19.
Implication: Kanika Kapoor infected Prince Charles (or
vice versa).

The above implication did, indeed, find its way into social
media, and hundreds of Tweets were devoted to a discussion
of which one of the two personalities was responsible for
infecting the other. The news article, however, never literally
conveyed causation.

C. Extralinguistic context

Communication through textual and visual language almost
always takes place within a larger structure. In social media,
this structure is the social network itself, which offers extra-
linguistic features such as the metadata of the users engaged
in the communication and properties (local and glocal) of the
network graph. While some work has been done that connects
these features to disinformation and political stance detection,
a comprehensive incorporation of these features into the study
of misinformation has aroused relatively less interest.

The modeling of extra-linguistic context in social networks
could, however, be largely due to the lack of availability of
adequate data to model the properties of the graph. Some
social networks offer extremely limited amounts of infor-
mation through their free or relatively cheap API services
(while costing significantly more otherwise, as is the case with
enterprise APIs provided by Twitter), but others do not provide
such APIs at all. Due to privacy concerns, these restrictions
may be fully justified, and therefore, progress along this line of
research may only be possible under collaboration with social
media enterprises.

Extra-linguistic context may exist outside of social networks
as well. Markers of credibility, for example, could be present
through visual cues such as the design of a website, the
mention of credible sources in a piece of text, and other such
cues. Not enough attention has been paid yet to such cues vis-
à-vis misinformation, with some very recent exceptions [63].

D. Domain-specific and cross-genre context

Even though misinformation was at first largely studied
as a political phenomenon, the large-scale misinformation
that accompanied the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a lot
of attention toward medical misinformation. Albeit just one
example of domain-specific misinformation, it is a crucially
important one. Thus, we can view the medical domain as
an exemplar for modeling domain-specific context as an im-
portant aspect of identifying misinformation in that specific
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domain. Literally false assertions exist, of course, and must be
identified with urgency. This has been done with some success
during the pandemic.

In such specialized domains, however, a more complex and
subtle problem exists that pertains to misinformation. This
is the distortion of medical facts, as opposed to outright
false claims. Manual assessment of this phenomenon has a
long history, and has consistently shown that distortions are
commonplace [64]–[67]. One of the earliest such studies found
that according to scientists whose work was being presented
or discussed in news, only 8.8% of the articles had no errors.
Several other analyses found that distortions, exaggerated
claims, overstatement of risks, sensationalism, and other types
of partial falsehoods, were regularly present in medical news.

The modeling of such distortions in a specialized domain
requires collaborative efforts between the medical community
and the empirical researchers who work in machine learn-
ing and related fields. To some extent, however, computer
science researchers can avail resources generated by medical
professionals and healthcare journalists and leverage them to
build supervised learning systems to model domain-specific
knowledge. There are a few initial steps taken in this direction,
which indicate that domain-specific context may need to be
modeled by looking across multiple genres [63], [68].

In the domain of healthcare and medicine, for instance, new
findings are first communicated through research publications,
some of which are then propagated through news articles.
Thus, fact-checking – whether automated, manual with expert
help, or semi-manual with human-in-the-loop mechanisms –
necessitates verifying information present in two genres that
communicate information using vastly different vocabularies.
Furthermore, when an expert rater considers some assertion as
misinformation, it may not be obvious to a lay person why it is
so. This may be within the grasp of immediate future research,
however. Machine learning and data-driven research on fact-
checking has used knowledge-bases, (see Section III). But, due
to the narrow focus on binary classification or regression, little
attention has been paid to the more detailed expert analysis
provided by these knowledge bases. At the simpler end of such
analysis lies the identification of check-worthy content [69],
while at the other end of the spectrum lies deeper and more
subtle nuances of misinformation such as the use of sensational
language, or the use of low-quality evidence to market a
medical intervention. The former has received considerable
attention in recent years, but the latter needs further study.
One notable exception is the recent work investigating various
qualitative aspects of health information [70].

E. Diagnosis and prevention of misinformation

Diagnosing misinformation demands technology capable of
highly accurate detection of these nuanced forms of misin-
formation that go beyond the traditional binary classification.
We conjecture that the incorporation of contexts – broadly
along the lines of the categories described above – will benefit
this. Moreover, such modeling may lead to more interpretable
models. This needs researchers working on misinformation

to couple deep learning models with kernel machines, or
further the research into the modeling of contexts in kernel
machines [71]. As such, advancing research into misinfor-
mation cannot be decoupled from the advances that need to
be made into understanding the modality of communication,
be it textual or visual or multimodal. Error analyses on such
interpretable models of misinformation can then spur a positive
feedback loop of progressively more interpretable models,
which will in turn enable us to model the more subtle and
nuanced forms of misinformation, as discussed by Schauer
and Zeckhauser [16].

The ability to detect misinformation more accurately, by
itself does not lead to its prevention. However, we antici-
pate that the ability to model various types of contexts will
foster and spawn research into co-learning between various
modalities and contexts, which will in turn allow us to
preemptively identify harmful content at early stages of their
propagation through social networks. The identification of
local and global graphical contexts could, for instance, lead to
subgraph matching algorithms being used for such preventive
measures. Extra-linguistic context like user-metadata could
achieve similar objectives. Indeed, some work on disinforma-
tion has achieved remarkable success with this approach (for
example, the identification of bots, sockpuppet accounts, and
trolls on Twitter who spread misinformation during elections
or about vaccines).

F. Is there a cure for misinformation?

Prevention of misinformation is an ambitious goal, and
a cure is even more so. It is almost common knowledge
– an adage, if you will – that trust, once broken, cannot
fully recover. And the perverse success of misinformation and
its harmful effects is perhaps a testimony to the deep trust
deficit that permeates our society today. However, we remain
optimistic that some repair is still possible.

There is a single anecdote we would like to share, to
illustrate both the trust deficit as well as possible (even if
partial) resolution.

In recent years, Detroit went forth with a tree planting
initiative. To their surprise, a large number (over 7,000) of
of non-white residents refused to have tree planted, free of
cost to them, in front of their property. Upon investigating,
it was discovered that the residents retained the memory
of the city cutting down large trees after the 1967 race
rebellion so that (allegedly) their homes could be under easier
surveillance from helicopters and other high vantage points.
Another reason for refusal was that the people offering to
plant trees were not locals of Detroit. However, the survey
that discovered this reason behind the refusal also received
positive responses about the survey itself, where the residents
were satisfied that such a survey was, indeed, done. [72]

Similar anecdotes and qualitative surveys show a consistent
pattern – the trust deficit exists because of historical events
and collective memory of such events (e.g., trust deficit about
vaccines in low-income neighborhoods), but when local resi-
dents form the bridge between researchers and the population
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actually affected by the harm, there is at least some mitigation
of the distrust. Collaborative efforts must therefore be the norm
in the future, and this collaboration must extend outside the
world of academic research to include “boots on the ground”.
Combined with preemptive measures such as training through
workshops [73], [74], this may be the cure we need.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we underscore the limitations of current
computational research in the detection and prevention of
misinformation. Furthermore, we discuss the reasons for these
limitations, and how they may be overcome, by delving into
various nuances of misinformation that go beyond a simplistic
binary classification. In particular, we highlight the need to
incorporate context in various forms, and stress on the need
for collaborative efforts across disciplines, both in order to
develop and model some important types of context (such as
cross-genre fact-checking for medical findings) as well as to
bridge the trust deficit in our society that makes people more
susceptible to misinformation.

Our vision may be optimistic, perhaps even overly opti-
mistic. But we hope that it has shed some light on various
aspects overlooked in quantitative studies on misinformation,
and that it aids further research in a multiplicity of vertical
avenues to tackle the problem of widespread misinformation.
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